
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a consumer insights manager.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for consumer insights manager

Serve as consumer/customer advocate and ensure that
consumer’s/customer’s needs are understood, translated into measureable
success criteria and translated into design intent (product, package, retail,
service)
Technical” responsibilities include identifying, programing, synthesizing and
activating needed consumer and product research strategies – mainly in
“fuzzy front end” (discovery, insight, ideation, definition phase)
Management of external partners (research, agency)
Verbal/visual/experiential expression (e.g., concepts, scenarios) that enable
co-creation, evaluation and socialization of insights and ideas (including
overseeing/partnering prototyping)
Scans the landscape and identifies new vendors
Is the authority on the brewer/coffee beverage categories, driving to more
global innovation across both Global and Local equities, and making
recommendations on country potential and prioritization, opportunities for
growth and strategic success drivers
Leads the day-to-day research activity for key segments of the business and
across the portfolio of brands including planning, designing and executing
the work, driving innovation on prioritized businesses
Identifies and prioritizes business information needs and develops the
learning plan and the most appropriate research strategies to deliver against
business objectives

Example of Consumer Insights Manager Job
Description
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process
Partner with other functional leads and agency partners to ensure research
integrated with the needs of all constituencies

Qualifications for consumer insights manager

1-2 years of market research related experience or equivalent with Master’s
Degree
Possesses curiosity that drives further understanding of a subject
Has the ability to exchange and explain information and concepts to others in
an understandable manner
Demonstrated experience in project management, organizational leadership,
and supplier management
Proficiency in common business software tools (MS PowerPoint, Excel, Word,
) is imperative
Access and interpret data from a variety of syndicated and proprietary
research sources including fan survey tracker data and consumer databases


